ST. CHARLES COUNTY AMBULANCE DISTRICT
REGULAR BOARD MEETING OVERVIEW
February 25th, 2021
I.

CALL TO ORDER - The meeting will be held at District Headquarters and is scheduled
to begin at 7:00 p.m.

II.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

III.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

IV.

AWARDS & ANNOUNCEMENTS

V.

CONSENT AGENDA
A. Agenda Approval
Enclosed marked ITEM A in your packet is the proposed open meeting agenda for
Thursday, February 25th, 2021 for Board approval. Management is requesting the
following; move to approve the agenda for Thursday, February 25th, 2021.
B. Approval of Minutes
Enclosed marked ITEM B for Board approval is the minutes from Thursday, February
11th, 2021. Management is requesting; move to approve the Board Minutes from
February 11th, 2021.

VI.

STAFF REPORTS
A. January Financial Review
Enclosed marked ITEM C for Board review is the January Financial Review, presented by
Rick Rognan.
B. Information Technology Annual Report
Enclosed marked ITEM D for Board review is the Information Technology Yearly Report.

VII.

OLD BUSINESS

VIII. NEW BUSINESS
A. Request to Purchase 2 Chassis & Remount Services
Enclosed marked ITEM E for Board consideration is the Request to purchase 2 Chassis
and Remount Services from Osage Ambulance/Emergency Services Supply in a total
amount of $248,440.00.
B. Revised Operations Policies
Enclosed marked collectively as ITEM F you will find several policy revisions for Board
review. The attached policies have been revised to keep up with current District practices.

IX.

ADJOURNMENT
ST. CHARLES COUNTY AMBULANCE DISTRICT
SECOND BOARD MEETING/CLOSED MEETING

I.

CALL TO ORDER – PUBLIC PORTION
The meeting will be held at District Headquarters and is scheduled to begin after the
regularly scheduled Board Meeting.

II.

MOTION TO CLOSE MEETING – PUBLIC PORTION

III.

ADJOURNMENT – PUBLIC PORTION

ITEM A
NOTICE OF MEETING
Public notice is hereby given that a public meeting of the Board of Directors of the St. Charles County
Ambulance District will be held at the District's Offices, 4169 Old Mill Parkway in St. Peters, Missouri, on Thursday
February 25th, 2021 at 7:00 p.m., to consider and act upon the matters on the following tentative agenda and such
other matters as may be presented at the meeting and determined to be appropriate for discussion at that time.

7:00 P.M. –BOARD MEETING

I

CALL TO ORDER

II

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

III PUBLIC COMMENTS
IV AWARDS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
V

VI

VII

CONSENT AGENDA
A. Thursday, February 25th Agenda Approval
B. Thursday, February 11th Meeting Minutes Approval
STAFF REPORTS
A. January Financial Review
B. Information Technology Annual Report
OLD BUSINESS

VIII NEW BUSINESS
A. Request to Purchase 2 Chassis and Remount Services
B. Revised Operations Policies
• 202-1 Emergency Response Procedure
• 203-1 Daily Safety Inspection Maintenance
• 203-2 General Vehicle Operation
• 203-6 Accident Damage Reporting
• 203-8 Fuel Acquisition
• 203-9 Vehicle Breakdown
IX

ADJOURNMENT

Raymond Bauer
Secretary of the Board of Directors
Date/Time Posted:
By:

2.24.2021 @ 12 noon

ITEM A
NOTICE OF MEETING
Public notice is hereby given that a public meeting of the Board of Directors of the St. Charles County
Ambulance District will be held at the District's Offices, 4169 Old Mill Parkway in St. Peters, Missouri, on Thursday
February 25th 2021 at 7:00 p.m., to consider and act upon the matters on the following tentative agenda and such
other matters as may be presented at the meeting and determined to be appropriate for discussion at that time.

I
II

III

CALL TO ORDER – PUBLIC PORTION
MOTION TO CLOSE MEETING – PUBLIC PORTION
Pursuant to: A. Attorney Client Sec.610.021 (1)RSMo (1986)
ADJOURNMENT - PUBLIC PORTION

Raymond Bauer
Secretary of the Board of Directors
Date/Time Posted:

By:

2.24.2021 @ 12 noon

ST. CHARLES COUNTY AMBULANCE DISTRICT
BOARD MEETING MINUTES
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11th, 2021

ITEM B

I.
CALL TO ORDER
Mark Fenton called the meeting to order at headquarters at 7:00 p.m. In attendance were Mark
Fenton, Raymond Bauer, Abigail Drezek (via video), Ronald Reguly, James Cooke and Teresa
Reynolds.
ROLL CALL WAS TAKEN
Mark Fenton-yea, Raymond Bauer-yea, James Cooke-yea, Abigail Drezek-yea, Teresa
Reynolds-yea and Ronald Reguly-yea
II.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

III.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

IV.

AWARDS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

V.
CONSENT AGENDA
A.
Agenda Approval
Teresa Reynolds moved to approve the agenda as presented for February 11th, 2021, Raymond
Bauer seconded, the motion carried 6 to 0.
B.
Meeting Minute Approval
Teresa Reynolds moved to approve the Board Meeting Minutes from Thursday, January 28th
2021, Raymond Bauer seconded, the motion carried 6 to 0.
VI.

STAFF REPORTS

VII. OLD BUSINESS
A.
HQ Campus Update
Collette Hermann provided the Board and Leadership Team with a status report regarding the
new Campus facility.
B.
Final Report for Base 3 & Base 6
Collette Hermann provided the Board with a Final Management Report in reference to the
completion of Base 3 & Base 6. The total construction amount for base 3 is $1,800,197 and total
construction amount for base 6 is $1,805,250.
VIII. NEW BUSINESS
A. Captive Discussion
Steve Ruff addressed the Board to discuss the District’s options regarding Captive Insurance
versus our current plan (ESIP/Amerisure). No Board action taken.
ADJOURNMENT – PUBLIC PORTION
Teresa Reynolds moved to adjourn the Board Meeting, Raymond Bauer seconded, roll call vote
was taken; Mark Fenton-yea, James Cook-yea, Raymond Bauer-yea, Ronald Reguly-yea, and
Teresa Reynolds-yea, Abigail Drezek-yea, the motion carried 6 to 0.
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ST. CHARLES COUNTY AMBULANCE DISTRICT
BOARD MEETING MINUTES
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11th, 2021
NOTICE OF MEETING

I
CALL TO ORDER – PUBLIC PORTION
Mark Fenton called to order the Public Portion. In attendance were Mark Fenton, James Cooke,
Teresa Reynolds, Ronald Reguly, Abigail Drezek and Raymond Bauer.
II
MOTION TO CLOSE MEETING – PUBLIC PORTION
Teresa Reynolds moved to suspend the open meeting and go into Closed Meeting-Public
Portion pursuant to Attorney Client Sec.610.021(1)RSMo(1986), and Personnel
Sec.610.021(3)RSMo(1986), Ronald Reguly seconded; roll call vote was taken. Mark Fentonyea, James Cooke-yea, Teresa Reynolds-yea, Abigail Drezek-yea, Ronald Reguly-yea,
Raymond Bauer-yea, the motion carried 6 to 0.
III
ADJOURNMENT - PUBLIC PORTION
Teresa Reynolds moved to adjourn the Board Meeting. Raymond Bauer seconded, roll call vote
was taken; Mark Fenton-yea, James Cook-yea, Raymond Bauer-yea, Teresa Reynolds-yea,
Abigail Drezek-yea, the motion carried 6 to 0.
Next Regular Board Meeting
February 25th, 2021

Mark Fenton, Chair
Submitted by Tammy Dixon

Raymond Bauer, Secretary/Treasurer
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ITEM D
St. Charles County Ambulance District
Office of Information Technology

Information
Technology
Annual Report
Final report
2020

OIT Quarterly Report | Q2 2020

1

St. Charles County Ambulance District
Office of Information Technology

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Another year has passed, but this time I felt that it went by rather quickly. I expected the year 2020 was
going to be one in which there was a clear vision on the many things we wanted to accomplish. As fate
would have it, we achieved many of those, in addition to others. COVID-19, the pandemic, took not only
all the plans that we contemplated and modified them, but also challenged us to do more.
The theme for this annual report is Service, and you will see that represented on nearly every page. I
hope that you will be able to see the remarkable progress we are making in transforming our
department from implementers of technology to partners in the delivery of technology services that are
fully aligned with the needs of those that we serve throughout the District.
During 2020, we made important progress in advancing and completing the major initiatives of our longrange plan. This includes continued investment in computer hardware refresh, upgrades to many core
and line of business applications, implementing cloud services for greater diversity, preparing for
infrastructure upgrades, implementing greater communication platforms through Office 365, and
standardizing computer systems across the District. Through all of these implementations, the constant
theme remained focused on enhanced resiliency and a greater level of security for everyone.
In the early onset of the Pandemic, the team was required to address and respond to a number of onthe-fly requests regarding configuration and reporting requirements to address the ever-changing
environment. As with everyone, in every situation, there was uncertainty and unknown, but together
we were able to meet and accomplish all that was requested.
The team also took a turn in staffing as a valued, tenured employee departed for a retirement after a
long and successful career with the District. That type of tribal knowledge is never easily replaced, but
we worked hard to find someone who could bring other strengths to the team. That being said, we
were able to onboard extremely technically talented engineer to complement our team.
Technology Advisory Committee
The Technology Advisory Committee continues its quarterly cadence assembling to review and discuss
District technology-related topics. The feedback from committee members and Leadership emphasizes
the success and value in this committee. We look forward to continuing into 2021 and beyond.
New Campus
Throughout the year we worked alongside our Navigate partner through the on-going construction
phase of the new campus. This allowed us to ensure all the cabling requirements, displays, secondary
technology components, security devices, and peripherals aligned with our scope and expectations. We
began scoping the technology infrastructure, security configurations, topology design, and hardware
procurement requirements.
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St. Charles County Ambulance District
Office of Information Technology
KPI Metrics
Throughout the year, we reported quarterly KPI metrics on our departments service performance and
staff utilization, resource management and satisfaction survey results. For the year in total, 6,661 total
tickets were closed and of that, 2,541 resolved requests for service tickets (handled by an actual
technician/engineer). The annual SCCAD IT team utilization average just over 92%, (significantly above
industry standard and target). The internal SCCAD IT team continues to operate above peak capacity in
contrast with the number of project tasks and escalated tickets.
The satisfaction surveys sent to users upon closed tickets demonstrate a satisfaction rating of 4.93 out
of 5 for the overall year of 2020. This is reflective of both the SCCAD IT internal and the Alliance Help
Desk team.
Projects
The IT Department team closed out a record number of projects for the department and the District as
an Enterprise. We continue to look at project management and ways to improve on the project intake,
approval, and management of District projects. We successfully completed all of the pipeline projects
and initiatives that were within our strategic plan for 2020.
System Health
Overall, technology system performance was at or above expected operating performance throughout
the year. The District technology infrastructure did not sustain or endure any unplanned/unexpected
outages impacting end user production or work stoppages.
Cybersecurity
The District did not have sustain any reportable cybersecurity events throughout the year. Successful
factors that contribute to this, was the implementation of our Security Operations Center (SCOC)
partner, re-architecting external/remote access, user accounts audits, implementing multi-factor
authentication on high level access accounts, mobile device management, enhanced user account
security requirements, and communicating security awareness points to our employees,
Specific to the implementation of our SOC, in addition to having a 24x7 monitoring and response team,
we have access to granular data (sampling of some data included within this report). The SOC was
implemented in early July. One of the outstanding benefits the SOC provides is their ability to ingest
event and security logs from all of our core infrastructure systems. The data imports into a system
called a Security Event and Incident Management (SEIM) tool. This provides security analyst teams realtime analysis of alerts generated by applications and hardware. It allows them to sort through false
positives and respond to potential threats, as needed. For last 6 months of 2020, the SEIM ingested just
under 500,000,000 Million alerts (1/2 of Billion) log entries. The SOC, in conjunction to our own internal IT
team, responded to 13,364 Managed & Detection alerts that required some type of hands-on
investigation or verification.
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St. Charles County Ambulance District
Office of Information Technology
Looking ahead
In 2021 the team will continue to focus on day-to-day support and prioritizing uptimes on core systems.
There will be minimal Department; IT initiated Enterprise projects, outside the focus of the New Campus
project. This project alone will take maximum capacity of our internal team and vendor partners. We
will be focused on building, implementing and successfully preparing the campus for the mid-summer
full move in. This will be a heavy task-oriented undertaking in order to deliver a new, built from the
ground up infrastructure while continuing to maintain and provide priority support to our existing
network.
Conclusion
All in all, the department had an exceptional year given the staff changes and environmental challenges.
Despite the unprecedented time and taxation on our resource capacity, we completed a record number
of projects and met all of our strategic goals and objectives. We have a strong internal team, excellent
partner vendor, and ever growing strong inter-department relationships.
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St. Charles County Ambulance District
Office of Information Technology

2020 Technology Department Highlight
•

Windows 7 upgrades

•

COVID 19 system config changes

•

Office 365 implementation

•

WFH improvements

•

MSP / Help Desk implementation

•

Completed scoping new campus

•

Security Operations Center
implementation

network architecture
•

Completed work copy / printer

•

Digital Signage - first arriving

•

O365 Teams rollout

•

O365 SharePoint Rollout

•

Base 21 WAP upgrade

•

MDM Phase I & II completed

•

Base 22 WAP upgrade

•

All user hardware refresh completed

•

Base 41 new site

•

Base 24 new site

•

iPad upgrades

•

Kronos upgrades

•

Wireless truck phones upgraded

•

Telestaff upgrades

•

Transitioned from Sprint to AT&T

•

Firewall upgrades

•

NCSR Self-assessment improvement

•

VM upgrades
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strategy
•

Upgraded camera scope for new
campus

(scheduled)
•

Implemented O365 self-service
password
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St. Charles County Ambulance District
Office of Information Technology
Resolved Tickets - Totals for 2020
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700

633

606
600

706
631

604

553
518

518

500
421
370

369

400

329
300

258

245
209

206
200

292
100
0

68

January

203

171

157

89

206

141
145 61
February

211
103
155
March
SCCAD IT

196
264
173

212
127

April
Help Desk

82

May

121
JUNE
NOC / Monitoring

169

159

315

273
124

189

100164
106
July

158
98 73
August

Total Support Tickets

210

106
97
September

118 71
October

179

175
115 54

107 52

November

December

All Ticket Total

Total closed tickets, Request for Service 2,541, Total resolved tickets were 6,616
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St. Charles County Ambulance District
Office of Information Technology
SCCAD IT Team Utilization - by Month for 2020
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The team operated at peak capacity this year, ending the year with an average of 92% for 2020. IT resource utilization reflects an individual's capacity based on
formula calculations of logged ticket hours and actual hours worked. Target team utilization is 85%.
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St. Charles County Ambulance District
Office of Information Technology

Survey Results - by Month for 2020
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Year-end average for 2020 was 4.93 out of 5.
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St. Charles County Ambulance District
Office of Information Technology
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St. Charles County Ambulance District
Office of Information Technology
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ITEM E

Memo
To:

Taz Meyer and Kelly Cope

From:

Jeremey Hollrah, Deputy Chief

Date:

2/22/2021

Re:

Approval for to purchase 2 remount services from Emergency Services Supply

As the District continues to improve and update the current fleet of ambulances, an IFB for
remounting services to include the chassis was issued in January 2021. The District solicited
8 vendors and posted the request per policy. 1 bid was returned by Osage
Ambulance/Emergency Services Supply for this project.
If approved the District will be utilizing the results of the 2021 IFB 1267 – 2021 Type I
Ambulance Remount which includes a 3-year purchasing agreement from Emergency
Services Supply.
This purchase request is a 2021 capital budget item and is projected to be $$11,560.00 under
budget.
Project Breakdown:
2 – 2021 Chassis and Remount - $128,220.00 each and $256,440.00 total
2 – Chassis Trade-In - $4,000.00 each and $8,000.00 total
Project Total - $248,440.00

Management is requesting the approval to purchase 2 – Chassis and remount services from
Emergency Services Supply utilizing bid 1267 for a total of $248,440.00 to be completed in
2021.

Budget Line:
Vehicles – Capital: 20-9020 – $260,000.00

ITEM

ST. CHARLES COUNTY AMBULANCE DISTRICT
POLICY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL
CHAPTER 200
SECTION 02
TITLE
NUMBER

matted: Right

Operating Policies & Procedures
Response Procedures
EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROCEDURE
202-1

DISTRIBUTION
All Uniform Operations personnel.
PURPOSE
To minimize delays and confusion when responding to a call, emergency or non-emergency.
POLICY
1.
St. Charles County Ambulance District Uniform Operations personnel will maintain the
highest degree of preparedness for receiving an assignment, whether in or out of quarters.
2.

Personnel will respond in an expedient manner when advised of an assignment and must
be enroute with the unit within one minute or less from the time they are assigned.

3.

Crews will respond to all calls received in a safe manner, as outlined in District Policy
#203-3 (Emergency Driving Procedure) and District Policy #203-2 (General Vehicle
Operation).

4.

When crews are out of quarters and away from the vehicle, the designated driver for the
shift is responsible for monitoring digital radio system traffic while maintaining an
effective communications link with the dispatcher.

5.

Deleted: VHF
Deleted: traffic, and

Crews will observe the response procedure outlined in this policy when responding to all
calls.

PROCEDURE
1.
Upon receipt of a call, proceed to the vehicle in a safe, expedient manner.
2.

Deleted: assignment, and

The attendant shall look up the call through MDT Mobile data terminal or computer and
give directions to the driver. Utilize other mapping services available in the event the
MDT is down such as paper map book or Active 911.

3.

Advise dispatch that you are enroute through MDT Mobile data terminal or radio

4.

Advise dispatch when you have arrived on the scene through MDT Mobile data terminal
or radio. The first unit on the scene shall give an immediate "size-up" of the scene (i.e., 2
vehicles involved head-on collision all occupants appear out, 1 vehicle overturned
occupant appears trapped in the vehicle, multiple vehicles involved, etc.) and request
additional resources as needed.
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Deleted: ¶
¶
2. Write down the address and pertinent information as it is
being dispatched.
Deleted: 3
Deleted: 4
Deleted: computer
Deleted: 5
Deleted: computer
Deleted: car

ST. CHARLES COUNTY AMBULANCE DISTRICT
POLICY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL
TITLE
NUMBER

EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROCEDURE
202-1

PROCEDURE (Continued)
5.
As soon as possible, advise dispatch of your safety status, the number of patients and the
"priority" of each patient. (ex. “Status clear priority 3”)

Deleted: 6

6.

"Priority 1" patients are defined as patients with immediate life-threatening injuries or
illness.

Deleted: 7

7.

"Priority 2" patients are defined as patient's with illness or injury that is serious but not
immediately life-threatening.

Deleted: 8

8.

"Priority 3" patients are defined as patients with minor illness or injury.

Deleted: 9

9.

“Priority 4” patient is dead on scene and no resuscitation is further indicated

Deleted: 10

10.

“Priority 5” crew is in immediate danger and the closest police assistance is needed.

Deleted: 11

11.

“Priority 6” crews arrive on a scene that has a potential for danger or become
apprehensive due to actions of others on scene. Police will send the closest unit to
respond without lights and siren. Paramedics will try to update the initial status within
three minutes of requesting priority 6. If there is no response, police will respond urgent
to the scene and assume that the situation now a “priority 5”. If the crew responds back as
still priority 6 instead of status clear, the police will continue in a non code response.

Deleted: 12

Once enroute with the patient, the driver shall advise dispatch of their destination, give
your mileage (last three digits including tenths) through MDT Mobile data terminal or
radio.

Deleted: 13

The driver shall advise dispatch upon arrival at the destination hospital and give the
mileage through MDT Mobile data terminal or radio

Deleted: 4

Dispatch will contact medic unit at the 15-minute mark while “at hospital” to obtain
availability status. If no contact is made after 2 attempts on last assigned talk group and 1
attempt on FEDISP, Dispatch will place crew “delayed available”. Dispatch will
reattempt contact at the 25-minute mark. If no contact is made, Dispatch will contact the
respective Battalion Chief and leave the unit “delayed available”

Deleted: 5

12.

13.

14.

Adopted by Board of Directors: 11/19/92
Effective Date: 11/19/92; 02/13/01; 09/17/02; 3/27/13

This policy supersedes any previous policy or memorandum on this topic.
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Deleted: life threatening

Deleted:
Deleted: within three
Deleted: code
Deleted: has worsened

Deleted: computer

Deleted: computer

Deleted: Medic units are considered available for a call 10
minutes after arrival at destination, unless dispatch is advised
differently

CHAPTER 200
SECTION 03
TITLE
NUMBER

Operating Policies & Procedures
Vehicle Operations
DAILY SAFETY INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE
203-1

ITEM F

DISTRIBUTION
All Uniform Operations personnel.
PURPOSE
To promote safety in the operation of District vehicles by ensuring that said vehicles are in sound,
operating condition and to facilitate a means of reporting mechanical problems and/or unsafe vehicle
conditions so that repairs may be completed as soon as possible.
POLICY
1.
All ambulances operated by the District will receive a daily safety and maintenance
inspection.
2.

Any District vehicle which is mechanically unsound will be taken out of service and repaired
or replaced.

3.

At the beginning of each shift and whenever there is a driver change during the shift, the oncoming and off-going driver will complete the safety and maintenance inspection.

Deleted: Beginning at 0730 hours each day
Deleted: participate
Deleted: in

4.

Daily safety inspection will be completed in Operative IQ or current format.

INSPECTION PROCEDURE
Check the following items before starting the engine, using the vehicle checklist as a guide:
1.

Inspect all window glass on cab and module for damage (i.e. chips cracks, leaks, etc).

2.

Inspect mirrors for damage either to the glass or the housing. Adjust all mirrors to the proper
setting for maximum rear vision.

3.

Inspect body of cab and module for dents, scratches, missing lenses or other damage. Report
any new damage in writing to the Battalion Chief or Lieutenant as soon as possible.

4.

Check all doors on the cab and module for proper operation.

5.

Check seat belts in cab and module. Make sure all belts latch securely and ensure there are
no tears in the belts or that they have not loosened where bolted.

6.

Inspect vehicle tires for:
a.
Tread wear (i.e. depth of tread and even wear across the tire).
b.
Proper tire pressure: Type I Ambulance – Front 75 psi Rear 85 psi
Type II Ambulance – Front 49 psi Rear 71 psi
Type III Ambulance – Front 75 psi Rear 75 psi
Staff Vehicle – Front 35 psi Rear 35 psi
c.
Cuts, punctures, or embedded objects in the sidewalls.
d.
Bent spots on wheel rim, missing wheel weights or missing lug nuts. Any tire or
wheel problems should be reported to the Supervisor immediately.
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Deleted: the Supervisor as soon as possible

Deleted: should be at 80 psi. in each rear tire and 75 psi in
the front tires.

TITLE
NUMBER

DAILY SAFETY INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE
203-1

INSPECTION PROCEDURE (CONTINUED)
7.

Check engine oil level. Level should remain at the max line on the oil dipstick. Add
appropriate vehicle specific motor oil if necessary. DO NOT OVERFILL.

8.

Check brake fluid level insuring the level is between the max and min lines. Report fluid
level registering below the minimum line to the Supervisor immediately, as this may indicate
a leak.

9.

Check engine coolant level in the reservoir bottle. DO NOT OPEN RESERVOIR CAP IF
ENGINE IS HOT. The fluid is under pressure.

10.

Check engine compartment hoses, inspecting for any leaks, bulges, worn or frayed spots.

11.

Inspect engine belts. Inspect for cracks or other unusual worn spots.

12.

Inspect batteries and terminals, noting any bulging, cracking or corrosive build-up.

Check the following items with the engine running: transmission in park, parking brake on, and
high-idle engaged:
13.
Engage all switches on driver's console and attendant console in rear of unit. Also engage front
and rear A/C units, vehicle headlights, wipers and emergency flashers. Turn on all other
switches and accessories that operate on the vehicle electrical system. Perform a visual
inspection of all lights on unit. Make sure lenses are intact and are not cracked. Check the
vehicle voltmeter(s) and make sure they are showing a charge (should read between 12.5 and
14 volts). After checking the charging system, shut down all switches in the front and rear
including vehicle headlights, wipers, A/C unit, etc. Leave only the engine running with the
high-idle engaged. This will recharge and power what was drained from the batteries during
the check-out.

Deleted: 15W40

Deleted: 1

14.

Check operation of siren and PA system, making sure that all siren positions are operational
and that the manual button functions. Also try a short test count on the PA to insure that it is
functional. Inspect the PA microphone for damage to the cord, connector, or hand unit.

Deleted: 2

15.

Check the vehicle reverse lights by placing the vehicle in reverse, parking brake engaged and
your foot on the brake pedal. Have the attendant check the lights for operation.

Deleted: 3

16.

Check the transmission fluid level. With vehicle in park, engine running, parking brake
engaged; remove the transmission dipstick. Wipe the stick clean, reinsert fully and remove
again. Check the level on the dipstick.

Deleted: 4

17.

Report damaged antennas to the Supervisor so they can be repaired or replaced.
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Deleted: 5

TITLE
NUMBER

DAILY SAFETY INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE
203-1

INSPECTION PROCEDURE (CONTINUED)
18.

Deleted: 6

The on-coming driver should test drive the unit and evaluate the following;
a. Transmission: shifts smoothly, does not slip.
b. Brakes: stops properly, doesn't pull to one side or the other.
c. Steering: any excessive play in wheel or difficulty steering.
d. Engine: any unusual noises or poor performance.
e. Any other problems encountered during the operation of the vehicle.

REPORTING PROBLEMS
1.
Immediately report any serious vehicle problems (i.e. problems with tires; unusual noises;
large fluid leaks; etc.) to the Battalion Chief or Lieutenant and note the problem on the Daily
Vehicle Inspection Form found on Operative IQ.
2.

3.

Deleted: the District Web site.

Minor repairs needed should also be reported on the Daily Vehicle Inspection Form in
Operative IQ.

SUPERVISOR RESPONSIBILITIES
1.
Review the Daily Vehicle Report and coordinate any vehicle problems or needed repairs with
the Service Center Manager or his designee.
2.

Deleted: Supervisor

If a vehicle requires major repairs, immediately take the vehicle out of service, switch the crew
into a back-up vehicle and contact the Service Center Manager or his designee.

Deleted: or needed
Deleted: Special Operations Officer

Deleted: Special Operations Officer

If the vehicle needs to be towed, follow the procedure outlined in District Policy #203-9:
Vehicle Breakdown & Towing.

Adopted by Board of Directors: 8/18/92
Effective Date: 8/18/92; 09/17/02; 12/19/12
Deleted: supercedes

This policy/procedure supersedes any previous policy or memorandum on this topic.
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ITEM F

ST. CHARLES COUNTY AMBULANCE DISTRICT
POLICY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL
CHAPTER 200
SECTION 03
TITLE
NUMBER

Operating Policies & Procedures
Vehicle Operations
GENERAL VEHICLE OPERATION
203-2

DISTRIBUTION
All Uniform Operations personnel.
PURPOSE
To establish guidelines regarding the general operation of a District vehicle.
POLICY
1.
All personnel will exercise the highest degree of care, caution, and courtesy when
operating a District vehicle.
2.

Personnel will abide by all state and local laws and ordinances concerning the general
operation of a motor vehicle.

3.

No part of this policy/procedure is intended to replace or supersede any state or local
laws concerning the general operation of a motor vehicle in normal or emergency
operation.

4.

Drivers will observe posted speed limits and other posted traffic signs or warnings.

5.

Drivers will utilize turn signals in all applicable situations.

6.

Drivers will yield to pedestrians in crosswalks.

7.

Driver will obtain the assistance of a crew member or other responsible person,
positioned behind the vehicle, when backing up and will use the rear-view mirrors and/or
rear-view cameras at all times.

8.

Drivers will not attempt to traverse any area which could place the passengers, crew
and/or vehicle in jeopardy.

9.

While operating a District vehicle, the driver will keep the driver's window open slightly
and keep all radios at a reasonable volume so that the approach of another emergency
vehicle may be heard.

10.

The driver will affix the emergency brake when the vehicle is left running and the driver
is not behind the steering wheel.

11.

All persons riding in a District vehicle will utilize seat belts and shoulder harness at all
times, unless administering patient care. Extreme caution should be observed by the
attendant when unrestrained in the back of the ambulance.
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ST. CHARLES COUNTY AMBULANCE DISTRICT
POLICY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL
TITLE
NUMBER

GENERAL VEHICLE OPERATION
203-2

POLICY (Continued)
12.
When transporting a patient, stereo/music radios are to be turned "OFF".

Deleted: AM/FM cassette radios

13.

District vehicles left unattended shall be secured (locked) and parked in the safest
available place.

14.

District vehicles are not to be parked in "No parking", "Handicapped", or "Fire" zones.

15.

While providing standby coverage for fire departments or other agencies, the vehicle will
be positioned in a manner that provides high visibility, as well as a safe departure from
the area, if necessary.

16.

Eating, drinking or smoking is not permitted in District vehicles at any time.

17.

After delivering a patient to his/her destination, crews will prepare the unit for another
call as their first order of business.

Adopted by Board of Directors: 8/18/92
Effective Date: 8/18/92; 09/17/02
This policy supercedes any previous policy or memorandum on this topic.
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ITEM F

ST. CHARLES COUNTY AMBULANCE DISTRICT
POLICY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL
CHAPTER 200
SECTION 03
TITLE
NUMBER

Operating Policies & Procedures
Vehicle Operations
ACCIDENT & VEHICLE DAMAGE REPORTING
203-6

DISTRIBUTION
All Uniform Operations personnel; County Dispatchers.
PURPOSE
To establish guidelines for reporting and investigating accidents involving District vehicles.
POLICY
1.
A District vehicle accident is defined as "an incident involving any vehicle owned by, or
in the possession of, St. Charles County Ambulance District, which results in personal
injury and/or property damage attributed directly or indirectly to the motion of said
vehicle or its load."
2.

District employees are not to give any oral or written statements pertaining to the
accident to anyone other than an investigation District Official, investigating Police
Officer, District insurance company official, and/or District attorney.

3.

Any official statements made to the news media regarding an accident involving a
District vehicle shall be made by the Director of Community Relations or the Chief
Executive Officer or their designee.

4.

When a District vehicle is involved in an accident, the proper jurisdiction police shall be
contacted.

5.

Employees involved in a District vehicle accident may be subject to drug and alcohol
testing in accordance with Policy 108-8: Drug and Alcohol Use.

Deleted: Public Information Officer

PROCEDURE
1.
When a District vehicle is involved in an accident:
a. Stop. IF no one is injured move the vehicles to a safe location; shoulder of the road,
parking area etc.
b. Contact Dispatch; advise them to dispatch a Battalion Chief and police to your
location. If this is an ambulance responding to a call; advise Dispatch to have another
ambulance respond to the call. If there are injuries request an ambulance to your
accident. DO NOT CONTINUE ON!
c. In many circumstances a tow truck will be called for the District vehicle.
2.

TITLE

If involved in an accident while transporting a critical patient, the driver shall advise
Dispatch of his/her location and request police, Battalion Chief, and any other required
emergency units. If no other parties are injured and the ambulance is drivable, the crew
shall proceed to the hospital after informing the other driver(s) of their destination. If the
ambulance is not drivable, the crew should request another ambulance for assistance.
ACCIDENT & DAMAGE REPORTING
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ST. CHARLES COUNTY AMBULANCE DISTRICT
POLICY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL
NUMBER

203-6

PROCEDURE
(Continued)
3.
If involved in an accident while transporting a non-critical patient, the driver shall advise
Dispatch of his/her location and request police, Battalion Chief, an additional ambulance
for the current patient and any other required emergency units. The ambulance should
NOT leave the scene until the police arrive.
4.

After any accident, the attendant should immediately reassess the patient that was being
transported. The driver should assess for other injuries and begin treatment of any other
person(s) involved in the accident.

5.

A police accident report is not necessary when the investigating Battalion Chief at the
scene of the accident determines that the District vehicle suffered only minor damage by
striking a fixed object (i.e. tree, curb, post, etc.).

6.

For all accidents involving District vehicles, both the driver and the attendant shall
prepare and forward a General Incident Investigation form via 9th Brain to the
investigating Battalion Chief as soon as possible and before completing their shift. The
accident report should contain the following:
a. the date, time, and location of the accident;
b. a detailed description of any damage to the vehicle and/or equipment;
c. name of the investigating District Supervisor who responded to the scene;
d. a detailed description of the accident in each person's own words.

7.

8.

9.

Deleted: shift officer/supervisor

Deleted: Shift Officer/Supervisor

Formatted: Superscript
Deleted: Supervisor

If a crewmember is injured, the Battalion Chief should document a statement as soon as
possible from the employee.

Deleted: Supervisor

For all accidents involving District vehicles, the Battalion Chief shall prepare and
forward an Accident Investigation Report via 9th Brain to the Deputy Chief of Special
Operations and Logistics before completing his/her shift. The accident report should
contain the following:
a. a detailed summary of all facts surrounding the accident;
b. a complete description of all damaged vehicles, including photographs;
c. each driver’s name, address, phone number and insurance company;
d. names, addresses & phone numbers of all other parties involved.
e. Crew’s statements.

Deleted: Supervisor

After review of the Accident Investigation Report, the Deputy Chief of Special
Operations and Logistics shall digitally save all Accident Investigation Report files
digitally to a designated file on the Districts network that is accessible by the Finance
Director, Deputy Chiefs, Assistant Chiefs and Chief Executive Officer.

Deleted: Special Operations Officer

The Deputy Chief of Special Operations and Logistics shall log the incident, coordinate
any claims through the Finance department, and file the report in the vehicle’s record.

Deleted: Special Operations Officer

Adopted by Board of Directors: 8/18/92
Revised: 7/28/99; 09/17/02; 9/28/2011
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ST. CHARLES COUNTY AMBULANCE DISTRICT
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This policy/procedure supercedes any previous policy or memorandum on this topic.
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ITEM F
ST. CHARLES COUNTY AMBULANCE DISTRICT
POLICY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL

CHAPTER 200
SECTION 03
TITLE
NUMBER

Deleted: times, and

Operating Policies and Procedures
Vehicle Operations
FUEL ACQUISITION
203-8

Deleted: suppliers
Deleted: bases
Deleted: Upon completion of refueling at an approved
FUELMAN vendor, the driver will remove the credit card
from the driver’s side sun visor and proceed as follows

DISTRIBUTION
All personnel.
PURPOSE
To outline criteria used in establishing vehicle refueling points and District procedures
concerning vehicle refueling.
POLICY
1. District vehicles will maintain a minimum of three/fourths (3/4) total fuel capacity at all
times and will obtain fuel as soon as possible if fuel supply drops below that level.

Formatted: Numbered + Level: 1 + Numbering Style:
1, 2, 3, … + Start at: 1 + Alignment: Left + Aligned at:
0" + Tab after: 0.25" + Indent at: 0.25"

Deleted: ¶
Locate the FUELMAN computer data terminal inside the
store.

Deleted: Slide the credit card through the magnetic strip
reader (magnetic stripe down and facing left).
Deleted: Enter the five-digit odometer reading (do not use
tenths), then press enter.
Deleted: <#>The station clerk will enter the type of fuel
and gallons and give you a receipt.¶

2. Personnel will only obtain fuel from self-service pumps from approved vendors.
3. The District will review fuel prices on an occasional basis to ensure the cost effectiveness of
dealing with current suppliers.

Deleted: purchased and quantity are correct.

Formatted: Numbered + Level: 1 + Numbering Style:
1, 2, 3, … + Start at: 1 + Alignment: Left + Aligned at:
0" + Tab after: 0.25" + Indent at: 0.25"

4. The following criteria will be used to determine a suitable service point:
a. proximity to station and/or local hospitals;
b. competitive pricing;
c. hours of operation;
d. credit and billing practices

Deleted: <#>Place the receipt in the paperwork basket at
your base for collection by the Porter.¶
¶
3. Porter will return receipts to Headquarters.¶
¶
¶

PROCEDURE
1. Select an authorized Exxon Mobil or Fuelman location with appropriate fuel type:
a. Follow directions at the transaction panel for “pay at the pump”
b. Enter the current full odometer reading excluding the tenths.
c. Key in your personal PIN #, then press enter.
d. Verify that the type of fuel selected is correct for the vehicle (Diesel or Regular
Unleaded)
2. Begin fueling the vehicle, driver must remain near the pump during the fill process.

TITLE FUEL ACQUISITION¶
NUMBER 203-8¶
¶
PROCEDURE (Continued) ¶
In areas where the FUELMAN system is not available, use
the following procedure:¶
¶
Upon completion of refueling, the driver will complete the
receipt as follows:¶
ensure the price, quantity and dollar amount is recorded
correctly on receipt;¶
print name, vehicle # and DSN on receipt;¶
sign the receipt.¶
¶
Leave all copies of the receipt with the store clerk.¶
¶
RECOMMENDED FUELMAN SUPPLIERS¶
¶
NAME ADDRESS
HOURS¶
1. Phillips 66 Hwy 94 @ Pralle Ln. St Charles MO 63303
24 hrs¶
...

Page Break

3. Return fuel nozzle to storage position.
4. Finalize the transaction by verifying the transaction was accepted at the terminal.

Adopted by Board of Directors: 8/18/92
Revised: 03/05/96; 07/09/96; 04/24/98; 12/09/99; 12/20/99; 4/25/01; 069/17/02
This policy/procedure supercedes any previous policy or memorandum on this topic.
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ITEM F

Operating Policies & Procedures
Vehicle Operations
VEHICLE BREAKDOWN AND TOWING
203-9

DISTRIBUTION
All Uniform Operations Personnel; County Dispatchers.
PURPOSE
To establish guidelines for the towing of District vehicles within St. Charles County.
POLICY
1.
The District will utilize approved towing companies at the discretion of the Battalion Chief
based on which towing company can provide the quickest service.

Deleted: Supervisor

PROCEDURE
1.
In the event a vehicle experiences mechanical difficulties or failure, the driver should
advise the County Dispatcher of the situation and remain with the vehicle until he/she is
contacted by the Battalion Chief.

Deleted: Supervisor

2.

Dispatch will notify the closest Battalion Chief.

Deleted: should

3.

If the crew has a patient when the vehicle breaks down, the closest available ambulance
should be dispatched to the scene. If the vehicle is safe, the attendant should stay with the
patient in the back of the LSV until another ambulance arrives. If the safety of the vehicle
is questionable, the patient should be moved to a safe location to await another ambulance.

4.

The Battalion Chief will coordinate transportation for the crew to a back-up vehicle.

5.

When a request comes into the County Dispatcher for a tow, or jump-start, the County
Dispatcher should contact the closest available towing company from the Preferred list. In
the event that the closest towing company is unavailable, then the next closest towing
company should be contacted.

6.

In the event the County Dispatcher has a problem getting one of the towing companies to
respond, he/she should contact the District Battalion Chief for instructions on whom to
call.

Deleted: Supervisor

If a District vehicle breaks down outside of St. Charles County, the County Dispatcher
should contact the District Battalion Chief for instructions on which towing company to
call.

Deleted: Supervisor

Deleted: area supervisor
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Deleted: Supervisor

7.

8.

Wiegmann’s towing service is the only vendor that should be contacted for flat tire repair.
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ST. CHARLES COUNTY AMBULANCE DISTRICT
POLICY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL
TITLE
NUMBER

VEHICLE BREAKDOWN AND TOWING
203-9

PROCEDURE (Continued)
9.

If any vendor listed below cannot respond within 30 minutes, contact the next.

10.

If contact with the Special Operations Officer is not made a detailed E-mail, address to
“vehicles@sccad.com”, should be sent prior to the end of the shift.

Deleted: *Vehicles
Deleted: left

PREFERED TOWING COMPANIES
Deleted: Mid Rivers

Eastern part of St. Charles County (East of Highway K)
1.
Wiegmann’s Service
2.
Cardinal Towing

636-946-9122
636-947-3184

Deleted: , 295 Tecumseh, St. Charles MO

Western part of St. Charles County (West of Mid Rivers)
1.
Shermann Towing
2.
Wiegmann’s Service
3.
Cardinal Towing

636-240-4400
636-946-9122
636-947-3184

Deleted:
Deleted: Cardinal Towing
Deleted: 7
Deleted: 3184

Augusta area
1.
Patriot Towing (Washington)
2.
Wiegmann’s Service
3.
Wiegmann’s Service, 295 Tecumseh, St Charles MO
Heavy Wrecker
1. Cardinal Towing
2. Skyline Towing

Deleted: Wiegmann’s

636-392-5070
636-946-9122
636-240-4400

Deleted:
Deleted: 6-9122
Deleted: Modern Auto, Washington MO
Deleted: 239-6777 or 239-0877
Deleted: Shermann Towing

636-947-3184
636-673-2211

Deleted: 636-240-4400
Deleted: 636-946-9122

Adopted by Board of Directors: 8/18/92
Revised: 7/28/99, 10/5/00; 12/19/12
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This policy/procedure supersedes any previous policy or memorandum on this topic.
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